TALK- CUM – DOCUMENTARY SHOW ON EXPERT WATER CRISIS IN PUNJAB
Department of Chemical Engineering, Sant Longowal institute of Engineering and Technology ,
Deemed university , Longowal has organized a talk- cum – documentary show on ‘Expert Water
Crisis in Punjab’ on 15.03.2018 under a National Level Techno-cultural event KWEIZAR-2018 at the
institute. Ms. Prabhjot Kainth, Founder of Planet One Foundation, Canada has delivered the talk and
spoken on the issues related to deceases borne by the quality of water in Punjab especially in Malwa
region. The talk was supported by a documentary show ‘Silent Killer – A cry for Help’. The session
was started with the welcome address by Prof. Damanjit Singh, Chairman, KWEIZAR-2018. He also
briefed the audience about the programs held under KWEIZAR for next three days. Prof. Shailendra
Kumar Jain, Director, SLIET appreciated the efforts of this institute to conserve the environment
during his address. He told that the institute has been working well on issue of water through rain
water harvesting and conservation of resources at the campus by recycle and reuse principle. Feeling
proud at the contribution of SLIET in environment conservation, Director expected from the students
to play their best role in the field for serving the nation for sustainability. Ms. Prabhjot Kainth, an
environmentalist and human rights activist, had motivated the students and audience to work upon
the quality and conservation of water in Punjab and also to tackle the water borne deceases in
Punjab. She threw the light on the pathetic situation of some areas of Punjab suffering with these
problems severely. The students and staff had shown keen interest in working for the concerned
issue for betterment of society and the nation. Prof. Sandeep Mohan Ahuja, Head of Department of
Chemical Engineering thanked the speakers and the participants and had assured to work in this
area in collaboration with Planet One Foundation.

